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Eurozone economic sentiment took a breather in April,Eurozone economic sentiment took a breather in April,Eurozone economic sentiment took a breather in April,Eurozone economic sentiment took a breather in April, as small declines in consumer and industrial confi-
dence caused the overall index to edge down from 103.9 to 103.7. Two of the three tailwinds which have been 
driving Europe’s confidence rebound have eased off a little, as oil prices and the euro rebound a little. Heavy-
weights Germany and France saw their confidence indices retreat a bit from their respective levels as a result. 
However, aggressive ECB easing and the much lower levels of the oil price and the euro will continue to spur on 
Eurozone growth. We expect the Eurozone economy to reach growth rates just shy of 2% annualised in the second 
half of the year, along with material falls in unemployment. 
 
The real story plays out in the peripheryThe real story plays out in the peripheryThe real story plays out in the peripheryThe real story plays out in the periphery, however. Spanish and Portuguese sentiment jumped further to 110.4 
and 106.0, respectively. Italian sentiment was unchanged at 106.1, also pointing to strong output growth. All three 
countries have embraced reform and are now benefitting most from ECB easing. For Spain and Portugal, where 
reform-oriented governments face elections later this year, the growth improvement is more than welcome news. 
In Italy, Prime Minister Renzi’s position should be further consolidated, allowing him to maintain the reform 
momentum. 
 
Greece, meaGreece, meaGreece, meaGreece, meannnnwhile, is falwhile, is falwhile, is falwhile, is fallllling ever deeing ever deeing ever deeing ever deepppper into rer into rer into rer into reeeececececesssssionsionsionsion, with the sentiment indicator falling to 92.7. Business 
sentiment continued to plunge, but now even consumer confidence, which had rallied on the back of Syriza’s 
impossible promises, is evaporating again. The continued denial of reality of the Tsipras administration looks set 
to trigger another major recession in Greece. A swift U-turn is the only way to at least limit the damage. 
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Index levelIndex levelIndex levelIndex level    APRAPRAPRAPR    MARMARMARMAR    FEBFEBFEBFEB    JANJANJANJAN    DECDECDECDEC    NOVNOVNOVNOV    

Economic Conf. 103.7 103.9 102.3 101.5 100.6 100.7 

Industrial Conf. -3.2 -2.9 -4.6 -4.8 -5.2 -4.3 

Consumer Conf. -4.6 -3.7 -6.7 -8.5 -10.9 -11.5 

Services Conf. 6.7 6.1 5.3 5.3 6.4 4.5 

Business Climate  0.32 0.23 0.09 0.12 0.15 0.17 

 
Source: EU Commission 
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